EXCELLENT

Recognized. The hip joint conclusion was evaluated as excellent. The consensus was that no evidence of hip dysplasia was present.

RESULTS

Date of report: 9/28/2015
Applicant name: 1163787
Registration number: 95600002877663

Poodle
Safari's Sance, CH
PR7417301
Hereby certify that the animal examined is the animal described on this application. I understand that only normal results will be released to the public unless the initials of a registered owner appear in the authorization box below which permits the OFA to release non-passing results to the public:

Signature of owner or authorized agent/representative

I hereby authorize the OFA to release the results of the evaluation of the animal described on this application to the public if the results are non-passing (initials)

OFA Eye Clearance Database
- Initial submission $12.00
- Resubmits: $8.00
- Litter of 3 or more submitted together $30.00
- Kennel Rate—Minimum of 5 individuals submitted as a group, $7.50 ea.

OFA Health Clinic Discount
Clinic Rate: $7.50
Clinic: Scott County LC
Dates: 9/13/15
Valid on: OFA Eyes, Cardiac, Patella, Thyroid

4/14/14

171760

WHITE = Owner/OFA Registration copy; YELLOW = ACVO Research copy; PINK = ACVO Diplomate copy  © American College of Veterinary Ophthalmologists
Date: 3-15-07

About 5-6 weeks of age, please contact us for further information. If it will show symptoms of the disease early, and this disease is fatal by breed, it may not develop the disease, but if may transmit or be a carrier of the mutation causing NE in this breed. If not developed, the affected offspring may transmit a normal gene or result normal.

Affected: This dog has been tested as affected for the mutation causing NE in this breed. Should only be bred to dogs DNA-Tested NORMAL for this mutation.

Carrier: This dog has been tested as a carrier for the mutation causing NE in this breed. Test result without producing affected offspring.

Explanation of Results:

Test Run: NE - neuronale encephalopathy

Result: normal

DNA Source: whole blood, fresh

ANMEL Case #: 4557

ANMEL Test Date: 10/3/2006

Sex: Female

Birthdate: 12/8/2004

Reg. Number: PP61115/06

Registered Name: Sarah's Insouciance

Breed: Poodle (Standard)

DNA Information

City- ZIP: Canaan, IL 61725

Address: 2244 E 2260 N Rd

Owner: Cynthia Huff

Owner Information

College of Veterinary Medicine
University of Missouri
Animal Molecular Genetics Laboratory

DNA Test Report
This DNA test is for the mutation typically found to cause the disease in this breed.

Cynthia A. Huff & Joel Heether
March 11, 2008
48466 Clear Poodle
PR10449801 Joint Second Zone "Mark"
WD Type I-Poodle

DNA Analysis Report

Veterinary Genetic Services
About 5-6 weeks of age. Please contact us for further information.

Ner-Encephalopathy:

Affected: This dog has tested as affected for the mutation causing NE in this breed. It will show symptoms of the disease early and this disease is fatal by 1 year of age.

Carrier: This dog has tested as a carrier for the mutation causing NE in this breed. It will not develop the disease, but it may transmit either a normal gene or an affected gene to offspring. To avoid producing affected offspring, this dog should not be bred to an affected dog.

Test result: DNA tested NORMAL for the mutation

Explanation of results:

Normal

Test Run: NE - Ner-Encephalopathy
Testing Date: 2/18/2008

DNA Source: Whole blood

AMCL Case #: 55187

Birthdate: 2/1/2007

Sex: Male

Reg Number: PR1044801

Registered Name: Joint Second 2 None

Breed: Poodle (Standard)

Dog Information

City- Zip: Carlock IL 61725
Address: 2246 E 2250 N Rd

Owner: Cynthia Hurst

Owner Information

College of Veterinary Medicine
University of Missouri
Animal Molecular Genetics Laboratory
DNA Analysis Report

VicGen

For helpful information regarding this type of test result, please visit www.vicgen.com

Dr. George J. Brewer

Findings reviewed and approved by:

Go Owerk
Cynthia Hurf
Joel Haeffner

09/29/2010

66479

Clear
Standard Poodle
PR1314602
CH Sargent Apportion
VWD-Type | Poodle

Report Number
Report Date
Customer
Go Owern
Cynthia Hurf
Joel Haeffner

THIS DNA test is for the mutation typically found to cause the disease in this breed.
For helpfull information regarding this type of test result, visit the "Current Services" list on our website at www.Velgen.com

Please visit the "Current Services" list on our website at www.Velgen.com

Dr. George J. Brewer

Findings reviewed and approved by:

This DNA test is for the mutation typically found to cause the disease in this breed.

Cyndie Hill
Co Owner

Joel Hefferer
Customer

10/05/2010
Report Date

66957
Report Number

Clear

Breed

Standard Poodle

PR-1341602
Registration Number

CH States Apportion

NE - Nearer Echaphlophia

VSA

DNA Analysis Report

Velgen Genetics Services